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Leadership Communications
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Content: the Success-Formula for digital storytelling

The formula above contains all necessary

ingredients for creating stories, which will 

illuminate and improve the corporate image

of your company, change project or

leadership issue.

This Booklet shall help you to remember to 

the art of communicating your ideas using a 

persuasive narrative structure. Stories 

which uses dramatic principles of tension 

and contrast to move your audience to a 

different state of thinking, feeling and acting.



Do you remember? A little brainteaser about
„Digital Storytelling“ (please find the solution at the end)

▪ It is much easier for people to keep stories in mind than pure information as stories are activating the
___________and the ____________areas of people`s brain.

▪ Neuroscientists have proved very clearly: People can perceive __________consciously (explicit) and 
_________________(implicit) unconsciously.

▪ A story should have at least two highlights for the best result. One of them is supposed to be
______________of the story.

▪ People have three main expectations in terms of communication: 
1. __________me, 2. ____________me, 3. ___________me.

▪ The first steps of the developing process of a professional story are defining the ___________and the
____________. Most important is the ______________for the audience.

▪ Research of 7.000 articles in „New York Times“ (Berger/Milkmann) and the analyses of the effect of
800 Online-Videos (Ehrenberg-Bass Institute) led to the following results: The best distribution rate is
reached by a combination of ______________(arousal) and _______________(valenz).



▪ Enhance knowledge of

Digital Storytelling for

strategic communication

▪ Develop first stories for

business

▪ Reach your objectives
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objective

The first step before developing stories which contributes to the brand-

building of your company is to define the objective. E. g. an objective can

increase or improve:

1. awareness

2. reputation

3. sales figures

4. identification

5. visits, likes

6. …
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Message

The second step before developing appealing stories for your company

is to develop cristall-clear messages. Ideally you will focus on only one

message - so it will be easier for your audience to understand the story

and furthermore it will be easier for you to develop the story.

E. g. you can focus on one of the core values of your company. Or

important projects. Or new products. Or change processes …
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Benefit for target group

Step No. 3 in the professional development process for successful

stories is to define, think about and even „to feel“ the target group. Don`t

be to fast in this step! It is very crucial to understand the needs of your

audience – in particular to be sure what makes them thrill. You will find 

some proof points on the following slides.



Den Anderen wirklich verstehen – die Macht des Paradigmenwechsels

Der Lerneffekt der „Sichtweisen-Übung“ auf den beiden Vorseiten besteht v. a. darin, dass 

wir etwas Anders sehen und damit wahrnehmen können: ein Bild, jedoch zwei Frauen.

Ein gutes Beispiel, wie Einstellungen unsere Wahrnehmung beinflussen und ändern 

können, beschreibt der Bestseller-Autor Stephen R. Covey in seinem Buch „The 7 habits 

of highly effective people“: Er fuhr an einem Sonntag vormittag in der New Yorker U-Bahn. 

Ein paar der Mitfahrenden lasen Zeitung, andere hielten die Augen geschlossen – es war 

ruhig und für U-Bahn-Verhältnisse beschaulich.

Plötzlich kam ein Mann mit seinen Kindern in die Bahn. Die Kinder waren laut, zerrten an 

den Zeitungen mancher Leute und turnten herum. Die Stimmung änderte sich – die 

meisten Leute ärgerten sich sichtlich. Covey sprach den Mann nach einer Weile darauf an 

und frage ihn, ob er denn nichts unternehmen wollte, damit seine Kinder sich etwas 

ruhiger verhielten. „Oh“ sagte der Mann, „Sie haben Recht, ich sollte etwas dagegen tun. 

Wir kommen gerade aus dem Krankenhaus, wo ihre Mutter vor einer Stunde gestorben ist. 

Ich weiß nicht, was ich denken soll, und die Kinder haben vermutlich auch keine Ahnung, 

wie sie damit umgehen sollen.“ 

Coveys Ärger wurde in Sekundenbruchteilen zu Mitgefühl und Sympathie – er hatte seine 

Einstellung, sein Paradigma geändert und sah die gleiche Situation ganz anders …
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An excellent example for the importance of „feel your audience“ is a story

of Stephen R. Covey who is the writer of the bestseller „The 7 habits of

highly effective people“: He was joining the subway of New York on a 

Sunday morning. It was relatively quite there – some people were reading, 

some people had closed their eyes …

Suddenly a man with two children entered the subway. The two were very

loud, runing up and down and touching people again and again. Most of

the people had increasingly annoying feelings. Covey observed the

children and their father, who seemed not to be willing to stop them. After 

a long minute Covey asked the man whether he was recognizing that his

children were disturbing most of the travellers. „Oh“ the man replied, „oh –

you are completely right, I have to speak with the two. But we just are

coming out of the hospital were the mother of the two just died. Obviously

the don`t know how to deal with it – and to be honest, I also don`t know it.“

Covey`s annoyance shrunked to a minimum after this answer. In some

seconds It changed to sympathy and compassion. Just because Covey 

had experienced more „behind the scences“ of the situation …
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Who‘s that person?

British No regular income

Millionaire Born in 1948

Married two times Interested in arts

…Very popular



≠

Prince Charles Ozzy Osbourne

Soziodemografische Daten reichen bei weitem nicht aus



Give your utmost to understand



Your audience is

1. Thrilled by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _?

2. Nerved by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _?

Feel your audience



Preparing a story without
an audience in mind is like 

writing a love letter
and adressing it

„to whom it may concern“
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Shortest definition of storytelling

Problem – Solution



Important ingredients

1. Problem vs. Solution

2. Hero

3. Humans

4. Curiosity

5. Confidence



Appealing story

Story has played a significant role in all cultures but its adoption into 

business communication has been painfully slow. That’s because it’s 

easier to present a report instead of a well-crafted presentation that 

incorporates stories.

All ways of communicating fall somewhere in between two extreme 

poles: reports and stories. Reports inform, while stories entertain. The 

structural difference between a report and a story is that a story 

organizes scenes dramatically. There are a lot of ways to develop 

professional and appealing stories. Please find some examples and an 

easy way for your daily business on the following slides.



1. Pixar`s 22 steps

2. Hero`s journey (12 steps Campbell)

3. 7-point-structure

4. Tree-method (5 steps)

5. 3 acts (Burger)

6. …

Methods for storytelling
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Hero`s journey



Which word is the most popular tattoo?















1. Pixar`s 22 steps
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Methods for storytelling



act 1

intro
act 3

reward

1. plot

point

2. plot

point

Problem

Who

Why

When

What

Where

…

The drama: The hero succeeds

and struggles ... and succeeds

and struggles …

Thrill your audience!

The problem is

solved, the hero is

the winner.

Hence the world

becomes better.

act 2

confrontation

Three act structure: dramaturgy
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Dramaturgy – at least two highlights

act 1

intro
act 2

confrontation
act 3

reward

Three act structure: dramaturgy



1. plot

point

Fight, test, 

prove of

„hero“

Fight, test, 

prove of

„hero“

Fight, test, 

prove of

„hero“

2. plot

point

act 2a act 2b act 2c …

Death notice

of „Papa“

Departure 

from office

Whole family

in Papa´s

home

Departure 

from asia

„Papa“

enters the

room

Family is

celebrating

Daily life with

problems

act 1

Less time 

before

christmas

act 1

intro
act 2

confrontation
act 3

reward

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_B6wQMd2eIThree act structure: edeka viral
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prove of

„hero“

Fight, test, 

prove of
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2. plot
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dramaturgy – ups and downs

Three act structure: edeka viral



Dramaturgy – ups and downs (in particular in the middle)

Three act structure



Dramaturgy: at least two peaks – one at the end

Three act structure



Dramaturgy: at least two peaks – one at the end

Three act structure



Cook your story – like a burger

Think about ingredients

Cook your story – like a burger



Priorize key facts

Cook your story – like a burger



Text-structure Tree-structure

Structuring information



Subline
▪ Ddd

▪ Ddde

Structuring information



Find a hook

Cook your story – like a burger



Create an end (with optimism)

Cook your story – like a burger



Dramaturgy: at least two peaks

Use the structure



yyy
▪ xxx

Neurosciences: peak-end-effect
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yyy
▪ xxx

Neurosciences: peak-end-effect



▪ life – death

▪ love – hate

▪ truth – lie

▪good – bad

▪ strength – weakness

▪win – loss

▪ arrival – departure

Inspire – don`t inform! Archetypes:

▪hope – despair

▪ security – fear

▪ ratio – emotion

▪ loyality – fraud

▪ search – detect

▪wisdom – stupidity

▪ reward – punish



Inspire. Don_t inform! How to …



motivate me

inform me entertain me

Motives of audiences



A) Think about ingredients

B) Find a hook

C) Create an optimistic end

Cook your story – like a burger
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Web-

inarsNews-

letter

1 to

many

Online-

Media E-books

web-

sites

Vines

Influ-

encer

Blogs/

Vlogs

Some of the digital tools



Some links to good examples for b2b storytelling

Business-to-Business (B2B):

▪ www.bosch.com/en/com/boschglobal/explore.explorehtml

▪ #ExperienceBosch

▪ https://www.siemens.com/customer-magazine/en/home.html

▪ https://blog.krones.com/menschen-bei-krones/

▪ https://news.microsoft.com/de-de/microsoft-auf-der-republica-neues-europa-neue-arbeitswelt/

oder #OutofOffice

Business-to-Consumer (B2C):

▪ https://autohub.de/tag/bmwstories

▪ ba.com/visitmum or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPcfJuk1t8s

▪ http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2015/american-express-journey-never-stops/

or http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2015/american-express-journey-never-stops/

or #thejourneyneverstops

▪ http://www.wk.com/campaign/believe_in_your_smellf

▪ https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLp-znpQge8Hy8k069J8G4oUoiSSz0iXSL

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYDL6jN2goE&feature=youtu.be (Tchibo employees are

testing the products of their company – e. g. a bra, a pop-up tent etc.)

http://www.bosch.com/en/com/boschglobal/explore.explorehtml
https://www.siemens.com/customer-magazine/en/home.html
https://blog.krones.com/menschen-bei-krones/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPcfJuk1t8s
http://www.wk.com/campaign/believe_in_your_smellf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLp-znpQge8Hy8k069J8G4oUoiSSz0iXSL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYDL6jN2goE&feature=youtu.be


Appealing storys:

Bosch experience oder 

anderes Bsp.
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Appealing storys:

Bosch experience oder 

anderes Bsp.



Subline
▪ Ddd

▪ Ddde

75

Social Media global ranking in january 2018 in millions



76

Social media in realtime: https://playmobi.co.uk/mobile-usage-realtime/



Text

Visual

B2B B2C

In a nut shell: Social media



Usage of phone, desktop and tablet



Increasing role of visualisation



http://www.nytimes.com/projects/2012/snow-

fall/index.html#/?part=to-the-peak

scrollytelling











The future?



Some of the digital tools. New example of media in suisse called storycards
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I´ve learned that people
will forget what you said, 
and even what you did, 

feel.
But people will never forget how you
made them



Do you remember? A little brainteaser about
„Digital Storytelling“ (please find the solution at the end)

▪ It is much easier for people to keep stories in mind than pure information as stories are activating the
___________and the ____________areas of people`s brain.

▪ Neuroscientists have proved very clearly: People can perceive __________consciously (explicit) and 
_________________(implicit) unconsciously.

▪ A story should have at least two highlights for the best result. One of them is supposed to be
______________of the story.

▪ People have three main expectations in terms of communication: 
1. __________me, 2. ____________me, 3. ___________me.

▪ The first steps of the developing process of a professional story are defining the ___________and the
____________. Most important is the ______________for the audience.

▪ Research of 7.000 articles in „New York Times“ (Berger/Milkmann) and the analyses of the effect of
800 Online-Videos (Ehrenberg-Bass Institute) led to the following results: The best distribution rate is
reached by a combination of ______________(arousal) and _______________(valenz).



Do you remember? A little brainteaser about
„Digital Storytelling“ (please find the solution at the end)

▪ It is much easier for people to keep stories in mind than pure information as stories are activating the
rational and the emotional areas of people`s brain.

▪ Neuroscientists have proved very clearly: People can perceive 40 bits/sec consciously (explicit) and 
11.000.000 bits/sec (implicit) unconsciously.

▪ A story should have at least two highlights for the best result. One of them is supposed to be
at the end of the story.

▪ People have three main expectations in terms of communication: 
1. motivate me, 2. entertain me, 3. inform me.

▪ The first steps of the developing process of a professional story are defining the objective and the
message. Most important is the benefit for the audience.

▪ Research of 7.000 articles in „New York Times“ (Berger/Milkmann) and the analyses of the effect of
800 Online-Videos (Ehrenberg-Bass Institute) led to the following results: The best distribution rate is
reached by a combination of high activation (arousal) and positive emotion (valenz).
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